Welcome: City Pl Open House
While we are waiting for everyone to join the call: Take a moment to familiarize yourself with Zoom. For technical
support, please feel free to use the chat function.
1. Locate icons at the bottom of your screen.
a) Mute audio function. Please mute
yourself when not speaking during the
meeting.
b) Chat icon - Open the chat box and send
us a message if you are having technical
difficulties.
c) You can ask to speak during Question
sessions. Click on “Raise Hand” to
speak, and “Lower Hand” when done.
d) To show subtitles, click on “Live
Transcript,” then “Show Subtitle."

2. Participate in polls when
prompted, by selecting your
answer(s) from the poll that
appears.

Official Plan Update
Emerging Key Directions
Open House #2 - October 14, 2021

• Objective of event

Tonight’s
Agenda

• Presentation: Context for Emerging Key
Directions
• Key Note Presentation: Planning for Change
• Next steps and how you can help plan our
City
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Objective
of Event

Information exchange between
you and City staff
To inform you about and gauge
your support for the emerging
Key Directions
To provide a baseline of
information for ongoing
engagement with you
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Public Engagement events to date
Open House #1
and Survey

Workshops and
Surveys

Open House #2
and Survey

Feb. 2021

April-May 2021

October 2021
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Poll #1:
What brings you
here today?

A. I care about how the City should
develop over time to suit my lifestyle.
B. I care about our neighbourhoods.
C. I care about City infrastructure like
streets, trails, and parks.
D. I care about natural and cultural
heritage features.
E. I care about social, economic and
environmental sustainability over the
long-term.
Choose all that apply.
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PRESENTATION

Context for Emerging Key Directions
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“

“

City Plan
2041
Vision

By 2041, the City of Richmond
Hill will be the centerpiece of York
Region and one of the most
prominent, complete communities
in the Greater Toronto Area.
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Official Plan Update Pillars and Purpose
of Key Directions Report

Official Plan Update 4 Pillars,
per February 2021 Open House

To provide a framework for the
updating of the Official Plan that
ensures that the proposed Vision
and Urban Structure for City Plan
2041 can be achieved, while
applying the 4 Pillars of the Official
Plan Update for evaluating policy
and/or mapping changes.
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Key
Directions
respond to
questions
posed per
OP update
initiation

Vision

Urban
Structure

Built Form

Intensification

Employment

Climate
Change

Technical

Implementation
Tools

See: SRPRS.19.053 Official Plan
Update initiation report
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Emerging Key Directions (in short)
Update Official Plan to:
• Articulate a 2041 Vision for City Planning
• Establish an urban structure that:
• directs growth to centres and corridors,
• supports economic development by enabling more jobs within the City, and
• ensures development is environmentally, socially, and economically sustainable.

• Address key issues such as:
•
•
•
•

housing affordability,
out-migration of residents for jobs,
climate change mitigation and adaptation, and
accommodation of diversity of lifestyles among city residents and workers.
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Official Plan Update – in today’s Planning context
Since adoption of City’s Official Plan fundamental changes are reshaping the
context for planning:
• Provincial, Regional and local
• The new Provincial Plans (more directive regarding protection of rural and environmentally sensitive
land and intensification of development)
• The Planning Act (more directive, less opportunity for appeals and ability to negotiate for density and
height of buildings)
• Regional planning forthcoming from York Region (more prescriptive and increased Regional authority
over matters such as employment areas)
• City context, including change in name from “Town” to “City”

• Powerful trends pose new opportunities and challenges
•
•
•
•
•

Rapid knowledge industry growth and the rise of new work models
Dramatic demographic changes—aging population and smaller households
Enhanced transit (subway) and rapidly evolving mobility technologies
Growing housing affordability challenges
Growing awareness of, and responsibility, for addressing climate change
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KEYNOTE PRESENTATION

Planning For Change
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David Dixon, Vice President &
Urban Places Fellow, Stantec
• Stantec’s Urban Places Fellow
• Fellow of the American Institute of Architects
• American Institute of Architects Thomas Jefferson Award or
“a lifetime of significant achievement in [creating] livable
neighborhoods, vibrant civic spaces, and vital downtowns”
• co-author of Urban Design for an Urban Century; shaping
more livable, equitable, and resilient cities (Wiley, 2014)
and co-editor of Suburban Remix: the next generation of
urban places (Island Press, 2018).
• Led planning and urban design projects in places like
Montreal QC, Toronto ON, London ON, and Vancouver BC
as well as many places in the United States
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Purpose of the Playbook
The “playbook” plays three critical roles in this
planning process:
1. Informing the Official Plan Update
2. Providing guidance to Council and Planning Staff
to successfully implement the updated Official
Plan over time
3. Adding additional perspective, gained from
working with communities facing similar
opportunities and challenges, to support
Richmond Hill in managing change to create a
more complete community
Dublin Ohio (outside of Columbus Ohio) and Bellevue Washington (outside of Seattle) represent suburbs that decided to focus growth toward lively,
walkable, mixed-use centres. Both communities used community-based planning strategies to shape new planning policies that gained wide public
support, enhanced livability, and strengthened their competitive position for a greater share of their region’s growing innovation economies.
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Key Messages: managing
change to build a more
complete community
• In the midst of rapid change, Richmond Hill is committed to “future
proofing”
• Council’s priorities offer a strong foundation for managing change
• City Plan 2041 leverages these priorities to generate benefits for the
entire community—while preserving neighborhoods and places the
community loves.
• This strategy starts with focusing growth toward centres and corridors
…that promote walkability; lively public spaces; expanded
live/work/play choices; affordability; connectivity; authenticity; and
similar qualities.
• Change never stops. This Official Plan update process articulates
values and goals that should inform future amendments that new ideas
and circumstances may bring forward.

Top. Council’s priorities for City Plan 2041
Bottom. Dublin OH followed a similar path toward managing change
with a strong focus on shifting growth to centres and corridors which is
about building a still more complete community.
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Economic development imperative: live/work/
play/innovate places attract talent, jobs, and
investment
• Across North America 2021-41, 2/3+ of
net new jobs will require “higher
education,”(i.e. knowledge sector).
• As York Region’s population ages and
workforce growth slows, regional
competition for this “talent” will grow.
• Complete live/work/play/innovate
communities will attract this talent—and
the jobs, investment, and taxes that
follow.
NOTE: Every knowledge industry
job generates 3-5 spin-off jobs
across a wide spectrum of skills.

Competition for talent occurs across
the Greater Golden Horseshoe.

Source: Neptis Geoweb

Top tech growth strategies (2019-20)

Recruiting
New
talent
products

Mergers

Emerging
markets

Adding
capital

Other
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Under-utilized centres and corridors, represent the
best opportunity to create these places
The Wall
Street Journal:
“The Joys of
Urban Teach”
‘Goodbye,
office parks.
Drawn by
amenities and
talent, tech
firms are
opting for
cities.’

Demographic opportunity: Changing housing
markets fuels redevelopment of centres & corridors
• Housing represents ~ 2/3 of the
region’s real estate economy
• In 2021 single-family detached
housing represents the large majority
of RH’s housing supply
• 2021-41 ~2/3 of net new demand
across York Region will be for lofts,
apartments, condominiums, and
townhouses
The large majority of Richmond Hill housing is singlefamily detached…and expensive. Existing
neighborhoods can transition to appropriately scaled
housing more suited to the emerging market, for
example Unionville in Markham ON (above)
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Changing housing preferences provide important
messages for shaping emerging centres and corridors
• Top ranked factors that
influence housing choices
today:
• Quality of design—particularly
expressed through a lively,
inviting public realm
• Affordability
• Proximity to a “Main Street”
• Convenient access to transit
and work

Top: York Region housing price
and household income statistics
Below: Northland Needham
Street an emerging centre
outside of Boston
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Mobility innovations will incentivize compact growth,
support transit, and inter-connect communities
Micro-mobility and shared, connected,
autonomous mobility will decrease mobility
costs, improve safety, free-up ROW for people,
reduce parking requirements in mixed-use,
walkable urban places
Shared AVS (left) and e-bikes and other forms of micromobility (right) both enhance access to transit.

micromobility

Connected vehicles
require less lane width,
freeing up ROWs for
sidewalks and
greenways.

transit
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Key
Directions
respond to
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initiation
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See: SRPRS.19.053 Official Plan
Update initiation report
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Urban Structure
Maintain 2010 OP urban structure
framework:
Centres and
Corridors

Neighbourhood

Employment
Lands
Greenway
System

Key Directions
Apply 3 “Big Moves”:

1.

Align with
regional Major
Transit Station
Area direction.

2.

Align with
Regional
Employment
Area direction.

3.

Change land
use permissions
at specific
nodes on
Highway 7 to
support Bus
Rapid Transit.
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Urban Structure is a foundational piece to land use
planning and responsive to projected growth
York Region Draft Forecast
Allocations

• The Provincial Growth Plan forecasts
growth for York Region.

• Richmond Hill plans to accommodate this
growth through the Official Plan and
related infrastructure master plans.

317,000
300
THOUSANDS

• York Region is responsible for allocating
part of the forecasted growth to Richmond
Hill

400

248,500
201,000
200

2.5 : 1
122,600

• Projections are reviewed and adjusted
every 5 to 10 years.

100

• This OP Update responds to projected
growth to 2041 and beyond.

0

• This OP Update, in tandem with related
infrastructure plans, ensures that public
and private development occur in lockstep.

2.5 : 1

2.5 : 1

97,000
78,800

2016

2031
Population

2051

Jobs

1

Includes “work from home” jobs.
Source: Proposed 2051 Forecast and land Needs Assessment, York
Region, March 2021
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Built Form

Key Directions
• Continue to advance the Official Plan as a
guide to “Placemaking.”
• Prioritize development and delivery of
infrastructure that facilitates modes of travel
based on the mobility hierarchy and the
provision of diverse and inclusive public realm.

Add photo

Chicago, IL
Crown Plaza digital
water sculpture

• Ensure that urban design policy direction
supports design excellence and new
development provides a net public benefit to
the community, to reinforce the objective of
building complete communities.
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Centres & Corridors

Promote development
that prioritizes active
transportation over
private automobile use.

Results in directing majority of growth to
areas with highest range of mobility.

TTC/VIVA
YRT
Cycling
Walking

Employment
Areas

Uphold hierarchy of
urban places (UGC, KDA,
Centres, Corridors) – to
provide variety of and
choice of destinations
and communities.

Centres &
Corridors

Built Form

Continue to advance the Official Plan as a
guide to “Placemaking” (continued)

Neighbourhood

Greenway
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Built Form

Continue to advance the Official Plan as a
guide to “Placemaking” (continued)

Neighbourhoods

Respect character and
distinguishing features of
neighbouroods across the
city.

Results in supporting opportunity
to age in place, provide affordable
housing, create “work from
neighbourhood” opportunity with
greater access to “mainstreet”
amenities, which builds 15-minute
communities.

Support “gentle density” –
with greater mix of housing
types and access to day-today activities.
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Built Form

Continue to advance the Official Plan as a
guide to “Placemaking” (continued)

Employment Lands
Protect employment areas
for uses that require
separation from sensitive
uses to ensure their long
term prosperity.

Results in retention and
expansion of existing
businesses, and attraction of
new businesses and the jobs
that come with them.

Support intensification and
vibrancy of employment
areas.
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Built Form

Continue to advance the Official Plan as a
guide to “Placemaking” (continued)

Greenway System
Capitalize on opportunity
that is provided in rural
areas - clarify and expand
permitted uses.

Designate and provide
policy direction for Prime
Agricultural areas.

Results in new economic
development opportunities,
protection of natural
environment, fostering of existing
and new agricultural production,
and increase in tourism.

Add photo
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Built Form
Prioritize development and
delivery of infrastructure that
facilitates modes of travel
based on the mobility
hierarchy and the provision of
diverse and inclusive public
realm.
Note: * identifies modes of travel not
presently specified in the 2010 OP.

Plan to support a Mobility Hierarchy

*

*

Results in less autoreliant community –
supports “Net Zero by
2050” GHG reduction
target.
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Built form is changing…
In order to improve:
• economic development opportunities,
• access to affordable housing, and
• response to climate change issues
…dense, mixed use, taller buildings need
to be accommodated in our centres and
corridors.
Hullmark Centre, Toronto

Built Form
“Public Realm” –
is a key element to shaping
a community’s overall
image and character.
Includes places and or
spaces that are shared by
the public.
This includes all public
places, open spaces and
streetscapes, places that
provide infrastructure to
support communities and
where social interaction is
possible.

Ensure that urban design policy direction
supports design excellence and new development
provides a net benefit to the community.

Urban design policies need to respond
to changing built form, by implementing
the 5 Urban Design Principles
described by David Dixon:
• Walkability,
• Connectivity,
• Diverse Public Realm,
• Choices, and
• Authenticity.

Add photo

Source: Paris En Commun via Trend Watch March 2020 | Street Furniture Australia

Results in creating “complete communities.”
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Poll #2:
Share your
thoughts…
Vision

Pillars

To what extent do you agree
that the Urban Structure
and Built Form key
directions will help us to
achieve our vision and
support the four pillars of the
OP Update?
A. Strongly Agree
B. Agree
C. Disagree
D. Strongly Disagree
E. Unsure
Note: Feel free to add comments
in the “chat.”
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To ask a question of the presenter,
please do one of the following:

Questions?

Type your question into
the chat. The moderator
will read it aloud for
everyone to hear.
OR

Raise your hand. Click
the Raise Hand button and
the meeting facilitator will
unmute you and you will be
able to ask your question.
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Built form starts with framing and animating
streets and squares to invite shared community
• Planning: locate buildings facing
public streets and squares
• Programming: retail, food, arts,
entertainment and other active uses
that engage passersby
• …or front doors for street level “town
houses” at the base of larger multifamily buildings

• Design: human scale and engaging
facing public streets and places
Transformation of Seaboard Station,
Raleigh NC, from a mall into a mixeduse, walkable centre
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Technology disruption: Animated streets and public
squares matter more as technology changes how
we live and work
• As online retail displaces auto-oriented and big box retail, nearby housing is
supporting a walkable Main Street renaissance—e.g. Yonge Street corridor
and other emerging centres and corridors across the GTA
• Technology is supporting virtual work, but proximity to lively streets and
squares are essential for promoting creative collisions that spur innovation
Growth of on-line as % of total
sales (2002-20) is contributing to a
walkable Main Street renaissance
Media, sporting,
hobby goods

70%

60%

Electronics, appliances

50%

Water Street (Tampa): mix of uses and
lively public realm together create a new
live/work/play/ innovate centre.

40%

Home furnishings

30%

Clothing

20%

Health, personal care

10%

Food, beverages
2003

2010

2020
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Covid has accelerated growing interest in
walkable places with a lively public realm
• The incidence of COVID-19 correlates with
poverty, not density
• The pandemic has…
 Hastened the decline of auto-oriented/massmarket retail…and rise of hybrid work models
 Increased interest in walkable access to
nature…and community (outdoor dining)

• The pandemic has not slowed…
 transformational economic, demographic,
technological, and climate change
 …or growing interest in walkability and shared
community

Outdoor dining flourishes.

Key
Directions
respond to
questions
posed per
OP update
initiation

Vision

Urban
Structure

Built Form

Intensification

Employment

Climate
Change

Technical

Implementation
Tools

See: SRPRS.19.053 Official Plan
Update initiation report
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Intensification

Key Directions

• Clarify the purpose and intent of the intensification
hierarchy.
• Clarify roles of Centres and Corridors within the
intensification hierarchy.
• Appropriately designate intensification areas and
implement Regional MTSA minimum density direction.

Source: York Region

• Continue to consult on and provide more detailed
guidance for Centres and Corridors, starting with
clear vision statements for each area.
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Intensification
Richmond Hill Centre

Clarify the purpose and intent of the
intensification hierarchy – as the prioritization
of areas to accommodate new growth.

“…walkable, lively urban place that is a magnet for business, a leader in innovation and a key
destination in the GTA.” Supports 2 Subway stations, provides for major office (corporate
centre) and entertainment, mixed with residential, commercial and community uses.

Key Development Areas and
Regional Corridors

Transit supportive compact complete community nodes (in major redevelopment areas) and
corridors (along Yonge Street and Highway 7) providing mix of uses supporting a Regional
draw, planned to exceed minimum density targets through contextually sensitive development.

Local Centres

Transit supportive compact complete community areas with unique character due to existing
built context, cultural and/or natural heritage; providing mix of uses serving local and regional
community, planned to intensify through contextually sensitive development.

Local Development Areas
and Local Corridors

Compact complete community areas where high-order transit is planned. Providing mix of uses
to serve surrounding community. Planned to provide modest intensification through
contextually sensitive development.

Neighbourhood Infill
Additional Residential
Units
Richmond Hill Intensification Hierarchy

Neighbourhood areas where new lot creation and/or introduction of different housing forms
are contextually appropriate and desirable, to make better use of infrastructure, create more
opportunity to age in place, and provide affordable housing in a ground oriented form.

OPA 23 – in effect
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Intensification

Clarify roles of Centres and
Corridors within hierarchy.

• Centres provide focal points/destinations and
are where mix of use is required.
• Corridors provide connections, continuity and
transition between centres. Corridors also
provide destination features that support the
mobility hierarchy.
These areas collectively address the “15-minute
community” goal, and over the long term
implement the amenity rich complete community
principle. Over the fullness of time, these areas are
well served by diverse public realm elements that
accommodate local and regional need/demand.
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Intensification

Appropriately designate intensification areas
and implement Regional MTSA
minimum density direction.

Centres/Nodes

Corridors

Richmond Hill Centre
Key Development Areas
- Yonge & 16th / Carville Road
- Yonge & Bernard (Secondary Plan complete)

Local Centres
- Oak Ridges
- The Village

-

Bathurst & Hwy 7
Bayview & Hwy 7 (tbc)
EBC & Hwy 7
Newkirk (formerly LDA)

Local Development Areas
- Trench

- Leslie Street Institutional (OPA 18.2)

Neighbourhood Infill
Gormley GO MTSA (Urban and Rural Settlement)

Regional Mixed Use
Corridor
- Yonge Street
- Hwy 7
- Bayview & Hwy 7 (tbc)

Local Mixed Use Corridor
- Major Mackenzie
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Intensification

Continue to consult on and provide more detailed
guidance for Centres and Corridors, starting with
clear vision statements for each area.
4 Bayview and Hwy 7: Continue to consult on

options for redevelopment. Provide
appropriate transition from Richmond Hill
Centre to established neighbourhood north of
area. Accommodate interim uses that facilitate
redevelopment of RHC.

1 Bathurst & Hwy 7: continue to consult on
options, following Minister’s decision
regarding removal from PBWP.

2 Yonge and 16th Avenue: Build on and refine
Draft Secondary Plan from 2018

5 Oak Ridges Local Centre: Recognize expansion
of Regional Mixed Use corridor and enhance
and build-on OP Local Centre Vision for this
area, with continued environment first
approach.

3 The Village: limit Local Centre designation to
a Village Core and enhance heritage elements.

Designate balance of Yonge Street properties
as RMUC. Plan to accommodate a constituent
facing service within City owned lands
integrated with other land use and
complimented by a large public park.

3 Newkirk: Promote to Local Centre
b designation, support mix of uses and ongoing
GO station commuter parking facility.

a

b

6 East Beaver Creek and Hwy 7: While area
should predominantly function for
employment uses, convert from Employment
designation to support a mix of uses as a Local
Centre. Provide a civic presence relative to the
municipal administrative building.

Employment

Key Directions

• Continue to foster and promote business attraction and
retention within intensification, employment areas, and
neighbourhood commercial areas – in ways that are
responsive to the needs of businesses who choose to invest in
Richmond Hill.
• Within intensification areas, promote development of spaces
that are flexible in their use and can evolve overtime as area
becomes more established.
• Within employment designations, provide greater flexibility of
land use and promote urban design that makes these areas
attractive for employees and investment.
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Poll #3:
Share your
thoughts…
Vision

Pillars

To what extent do you agree
that the Intensification and
Employment key directions
will help us to achieve our
vision and support the four
pillars of the OP Update?
A. Strongly Agree
B. Agree
C. Disagree
D. Strongly Disagree
E. Unsure
Note: Feel free to add comments
in the “chat.”
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To ask a question of the presenter,
please do one of the following:

Questions?

Type your question into
the chat. The moderator
will read it aloud for
everyone to hear.
OR

Raise your hand. Click
the Raise Hand button and
the meeting facilitator will
unmute you and you will be
able to ask your question.
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OP update
initiation
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Climate
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Implementation
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See: SRPRS.19.053 Official Plan
Update initiation report
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Climate Change

Key Directions

• Provide necessary policy direction to achieve
Community Energy and Emissions Plan targets
related to built form, natural heritage
protection, renewable energy, transportation,
etc.
• Apply climate lens in all decision making.
Target = Net Zero GHG Emissions By 2050
Meaning, by 2050, Richmond Hill will have
reduced its GHG emissions as much as
possible, and will not be emitting more than it
is offsetting.
Source: Richmond Hill's Path to a Low-Carbon Future
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Richmond Hill’s Path to Net-Zero
Official Plan policies can influence actions which collectively aim
to achieve 82% of carbon reduction by 2050.

Climate change increases our shared
responsibility to plan for a more sustainable future
• More compact development
sharply reduces per capita
emission footprints
• …supports “ecodistricts” that
share energy, water, and waste
management to increase
efficiency
• …and help maintain RH’s
commitment to preserving its
natural resources/amenities
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Every approval represents an opportunity to enhance
a project’s—and the Plan’s—value to Richmond Hill.
• Significant changes to the Planning Act have increased the importance of Council’s
planning decisions going forward
• Develop clear, public criteria for considering and approving development applications,
including OPAs so that project proponents and the larger community can better
understand how development can better achieve Richmond Hill’s goals.
• When considering a project approval that requires an OPA, consider it on its own
merits—rarely as precedents that will limit Council’s future flexibility.
The Four Pillars suggest criteria for the evaluation of Official Plan Amendments over time:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Enhanced—more inclusive and inviting—public realm
Job creation and/or spinoff economic benefits
Expanded or deeper housing affordability
Enhanced environmental performance—including climate change mitigation
Improved compliance with Provincial/Regional policy
Greater alignment with infrastructure investment.
More responsive to updated transit and/or Provincial/Regional plans

Implementation Tools Key Directions
• Enable the use of Planning Tools by adding
or updating policies related to:
• Inclusionary Zoning,
• Demolition and Conversion Control of Rental
Housing,
• Community Planning Permit System,
• Community Improvement Plans.
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Technical

Key Directions

• Update policies, mapping and definitions to conform with
applicable Provincial Plans and Regional Official Plan.

• Add figures, appendices and sidebars to assist with policy
implementation and interpretation.
• Clarify policies where there have been implementation and or
interpretation challenges.
• Respond to PPS direction regarding engagement with
Indigenous communities.
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Poll #4:
Share your
thoughts…
Vision

Pillars

To what extent do you agree
that the Climate Change,
Implementation and
Technical key directions will
help us to achieve our vision
and support the four pillars
of the OP Update…
A. Strongly Agree
B. Agree
C. Disagree
D. Strongly Disagree
E. Unsure
Note: Feel free to add
comments in the “chat.”
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Managing change can unlock exciting new
opportunities…and preserve the places we love
Top. Arlington VA
attracts diverse people
to live, work, play…and
innovate…by carefully
transitioning from
beloved single-family
neighborhoods to lively
transit-oriented centres
and corridors.
Bottom. Amazon’s
proposed innovation
centre.

To ask a question of the presenter,
please do one of the following:

Questions?

Type your question into
the chat. The moderator
will read it aloud for
everyone to hear.
OR

Raise your hand. Click
the Raise Hand button and
the meeting facilitator will
unmute you and you will be
able to ask your question.
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Next Steps

November 2021

Release Key Directions Report
York Region draft Official Plan release and
consultation (TBC)

December 8, 2021 Council Endorsement of Key Directions
2022 - 2023

Phase 3 Consultation and Adoption of Official
Plan Amendments
•
•
•

Note:

Vision and Urban Structure, and Neighbourhoods
(July 2022)
Housekeeping and Conformity, Employment Area
and most Centres and Corridors (early to mid-2023)
New Centre Areas and Inclusionary Zoning (late
2023)

List does not include other related City initiative events.
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Continue consultative process with
all partners:
Federal
Government
Utility
Companies

Ontario
Government

York Region

Transit
Authorities

Council
Conservation
Authorities

Rural/Ag
Community

Development
Community

City
Residents
and
Businesses

YOUL

City of RH
Staff

Finance &
Investment

“In Richmond
Hill, we work in
partnership to
be a City that is
a prominent,
complete
community.”

Non-Profit
Organizations

Indigenous
Communities
New

Businesses

Institutions

Special
Interest
Groups
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Stay
involved and
Let’s Plan
Our City!

Open until October 21.

Visit: Richmondhill.ca/OPUpdate
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Thank You!
To serve you better, please complete the event
feedback survey.
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